










DYM Diesel
Monitoring

Solution



DYM RESPONDING TO YOUR CURRENT
DIESEL MONITORING PROBLEMS

 
RUNNING TIME

 

HEALTH AND SAFETY
 

POWER GENERATION REPORTS
 

FUEL THEFT
 

Not being able to calculate how long the diesel
generator will work on existing fuel and calculate
power reserve of fuel at a certain level of load which
will lead to inaccurate planning for refueling . 

Nitric oxide and carbon monoxide are classed as
blood poisons coupling to the body’s hemoglobin and
consequently starving it of oxygen. In large quantities,
carbon dioxide and nitrogen can act as asphyxiants.

When there are no power generation reports, the customer
won’t get useful data reports on the consumption of fuel
that can provide a leading indicator to determine the
condition of the generator.

Industrial fuel tankers are vulnerable to fuel theft and
sometimes used to claim inflated bills in the absence of
comprehensive diesel monitoring solution



DIESEL  MONITORING FEATURES
 
 

DIESEL MONITORING SOLUTIONS

White labelled
 portal

Flexible to mix& match
devices

Secure remote
monitoring

Fuel level 
Monitoring

Anti Theft
Solution

A visuls display of
all of our data

Business rules 
integration

Notification & alerts
Reporting module

KPIs and dashboard
configuration

No-code platform
with end-to-end IoT

services

90+ sensors in-built
support

Secure access to
multiple solutions



DYM( DIESEL  MONITORING  SOLUTION )
SNAPSHOTS

http://info.dymlabs.com/solutions/8
http://info.dymlabs.com/solutions/8
http://info.dymlabs.com/solutions/8


DYM DIESEL MONITORING
SOLUTION BENEFITS 

 

PREVENT FUEL PILFERAGE
 

With our diesel monitoring solution, you will
get daily reports on your fuel by having a
detailed analysis of fuel consumed, fuel
filled, and fuel removed.

REDUCE MAINTENANCE COST
 

HEALTH AND SAFETY 
 

PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE
 

Reduces the need for costly service calls and site
visits to check the generator’s status, repairs,
maintenance and refueling can be planned that
saves time and costs.

When monitoring carbon dioxide, carbon
monoxide, nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide, 
real time gas monitoring instruments provide
an immediate indication of diesel fume levels.

With close monitoring of parameters along with
usage, you get maintenance alerts by which
timely servicing of diesel generator is now
possible, which in turn keeps your DG healthy
and ensures optimal performance.



CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY 

HENKEL
 

It can capture real-time data on an asset’s status and performance, process
parameters, product quality, production costs, storage capacity and
inventory (telemetry), worker safety, pairing products with services, etc.

BUSINESS OBJECTIVE

The project's goal is to use
digitalization in process
 automation and data analytics to:
• Increase overall plant productivity
• Increase transparency through
online data visibility

DYM SOLUTION

B2B: Digital log book platform
powered by IoT to enable
digitization of process lines and
monitor consumptions
Operations: Digitally compute Cp
Cpk for quality parameters
monitoring and informed
production planning

BENEFITS AND KPIS

 Increased overall plant productivity
 Increased transparency through online data visibility
 Improved quality both in-process and finished goods

        Benefits


